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SUMMARY |- This report describes the electrical design of conical corru-gated feed horns in the Ka-band (30 GHz) and Q-band (41 GHz) with require-ments imposed by high-precision Cosmic Microwave Background experiments. Weoutline the design strategy and present results of simulations of the expected beampattern and return-loss properties performed using a dedicated software package.1 IntroductionObservations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies require high-quality(low-loss, low sidelobe, low reection) antennas in the microwave to sub-millimeter range. Inparticular, ESA's forthcoming space mission Planck Surveyor and precursor balloon-borneexperiments such as the UCSB/CNR project BEAST will use arrays of corrugated horns tofeed HEMT{based low noise radiometers at frequencies in the 30-120 GHz range (Bersanelliet al. 1996, Mandolesi et al. 1995). Conical corrugated horns are known to exhibit the highbeam symmetry, hard beam slope, low sidelobes over a wide bandwidth (e.g. Janssen etal. 1979), characteristics required by high sensitivity astrophysical microwave measurements.The desirable propreties of axial-beam symmetry, low side-lobes, low cross-polarization canbe obtained over a wide frequency range in a conical horn that supports the hybrid HE11propagation mode. This mode is a mixture of TE11 and TM11 modes of the formHE11 = TM11 + TE11 (1)where  is a parameter called the mode-content factor.Electrical considerations show that the HE11 mode propagates into a waveguide underthe following conditions: a) axial reactance Xz and azimuthal reactance X� are di�erent; b)X� ! 0 while Xz !1. If these conditions are satis�ed, then the TE and TM componentsare locked together and they propagate with a unique, common velocity. Typically, the2



hybrid mode propagation condition is obtained by cutting circumferential slots into the innersurfrace of the horn. This con�guration is called Conical Corrugated Horn and it is widelyemployed in radio astronomy experiments.In this report we describe the design and realization of two conical corrugated hornsin the 25-35GHz and 38-45GHz bands, to be employed in the BEAST test balloon ight(UCSB/CNR) and which serve as prototypes in view of the Low Frequency Instrument ofPlanck.2 Requirements and design strategyThe speci�c requirements on our prototypes are here summarized:� are angle of 7�� HPBW = 20�� �rst side-lobe level < �30 dB respect to maximum� cross-polarization < 10 dB at � = 45�A preliminary prediction of the radiation �eld was obtained using the spherical waveexpansion method (SWEX) under balanced-hybrid condition (i.e.  = 1). The transverseelectric and magnetic vector �elds at the horn aperture are expanded using associate Leg-endre functions. The radiation pattern can be obtained by integration over the sphericalwave surface. SWEX permits to obtain preliminary horn con�guration parameters, such asaperture diameter, are angle, and an approximate level of the �rst side-lobe.To reach a more accurate de�nition of the horn con�guration (e.g. slot depth, aredsection of the horn) a cascade analysis of slot structure has been performed. Each slot isrepresented in term of an admittance matrix. The cascade analysis is computed from hornaperture down to the ared region of the horn. This analysis permits an accurate evaluation ofthe return-loss and the far-�eld pattern radiation up to the �rst side-lobe. The (FORTRAN)software accepts an input �le containing model structures (slot, ridge, ares, and so on)de�ned in a cylindrical simmetry, and informaton on the band limits and step frequency.The code analyzes the discontinuity at the aperture (anged aperture, thin wall aperture,corrugated aperture). Cuts in � and � can be de�ned for the pattern radiation. Outputdata are: electrical �eld in � and � cut de�ned; Radiation pattern in dBi; S11 (return-loss)scattering coe�cient.3 Electrical designCorrugated horns are composed by four main parts (see Figure 1):1. The aperture diameter and are angle which principally determine the beamwidth.2. The corrugations, which determine pattern simmetry and cross-polar characteristics.3. Flare section between the throat and the aperture (transition region) which determinesthe position of the phase center and the hybrid mode propagation along the horn.4. The throat region, which determines the impedance match between the horn and thewaveguide. 3



Although extensive studies of corrugated horn antennas have been performed (e.g. Blake1966, Clarricoats & Olver 1984, Johnson & Jasik 1984, Johnson 1991, Uher, Bornemann& Rosenberg 1993) there is no standard procedure for optimized designs. The followingprocedure has been adopted for our purposes.3.1 Preliminary de�nitionThe �rst step leads to a preliminary design based on the choice of the aperture diameter anddiameter of the waveguide at the throat region. The aperture diameter has been calculatedaccording to the required HPBW (20�) using the above mentioned SWEX method.Concerning the waveguide diameter, a circular waveguide is seen as a high-pass �lter witha cut-o� frequency �c = c�c (2)where �c = Dm;n � Dw2 (3)�c is the cut-o� wavelength, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, and Dm;n is a coe�cientwhich depends on the propagated mode. In this case the propagated mode in a circularwaveguide is only the TE1;1 (equivalent at TE1;0 mode in a rectangular waveguide), whichgives D1;1 = 3:412. Dw is the diameter of circular waveguide.Taking into accout the frequency band we estimate that, for the two horns, the diameterof circular waveguide must be: D(20�30)w > 10 mm (4)D(38�45)w > 5 mm (5)3.2 Corrugation geometryThe next step is the choice of corrugation geometry. The main limit is the technical real-ization. Because a direct machining on a lathe is assumed, the width of corrugations mustbe su�ciently large. In other world the number of corrugations (�xed the are angle andthe diameter of aperture - i.e. the lenght of the horn - ) can't be very high. Approximatecalculation shows that:25-35GHz Horn� Aperture Diameter: A ' 40 mm� Waveguide Diameter: Dw ' 10 mm� Flare angle: �F = 7�� Flare Lenght: LF = (A�Dw)2�sin�F ' 120 mm� Corrugation Width: b � 3 mm (slot width + ridge width) 1� Number of corrugations: Nc ' 401Experimental results show that a good choice of slot width to ridge width ratio is 0:54



38-45GHz Horn� Diameter: A ' 25 mm� Waveguide Diameter Dw � 5 mm� Flare angle: �F = 7�� Flare Lenght: LF = (A�Dw)2�sin�F ' 80� Corrugation Width: b � 2 mm (slot width + ridge width)� Number of corrugations: Nc ' 403.3 Detailed analysisThe parameters given in the previous sections are used as input values for a more re�nedsoftware analysis. A complete program package (described in Section 2) yields an optimizationof these parameters in order to obtain the �nal project.Final results and project designs are reported in the tables below (Legend of tables isshows in �gure 2) and in �gures 4 and 5. We have reported also the corrugation pro�le asa function of corrugation position along horn-axis (Figures 3). These �gures show that theinner corrugations are adjusted indipendently in order to obtain a good return-loss. Theshape of corrugations in the transition region is essentially linear.For each horn we show the mechanical drawings (Figures 4 and 5) and the tables con-taining detailed informations on the the corrugations (table 1 and table 2).25-35GHz Horn� Aperture Diameter: A = 37:71 mm� Waveguide Diameter: Dw = 12:66 mm� Flare angle: �F = 7�� Flare Lenght: LF = 102:77 mm� Slot Width: ws = 2 mm� Ridge Width: wr = 1 mm� Number of corrugations: Nc = 3438-45GHz Horn� Diameter: A = 27:16 mm� Waveguide Diameter Dw = 9:04 mm� Flare angle: �F = 7�� Flare Lenght: LF = 74:34� Slot Width: ws = 1:45 mm� Ridge Width: wr = 0:72 mm� Number of corrugations: Nc = 34 5



4 Patterns and Return LossSimulations of radiation patterns for each horn are shown in Figures 6,7,8, and 9, using aCartesian coordinate system (see �gure 1). We report the beam patterns in the principalplanes (E-plane - � = 00 and, H-plane - � = 900) at frequency band extremes: 25GHzand 35GHz for the low frequencies of the horns, 38GHz and 45GHz for the high frequencies.At the middle frequencies: 30GHz and 41.5GHz. For the 25-35GHz horn, radiation pattenat 28GHz is also reported (Figure 8). Simulations of return-loss as a function of frequencyare displayed in Figure 10. For these simulations, a �30 dB upper limit on return-loss wasassumed.The fabrication process of the horns, as well as of circular-rectangular transitions, is being�nalized at IFCTR-CNRMilano. Forthcoming technical reports will describe the constructionand performance testing of these components.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSIt is a pleasure to thank E.Pagana for his support and countless useful discussions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS� Figure 1 { Relevant regions of corrugated horn design are reported in the top of this�gure. In the bottom, the coordinate system that de�ne the planes of polarization aredisplayed. E-plane for � = 0o and H-plane for � = 90o (from P.J.B. Clarricoats, 1984).� Figure 2 { De�nition parameters of a corrugation along the horn pro�le: Wr is theridge width, slot width Ws is the slot width, Dr is the ridge diameter, Ds is the slotdiameter, and Xs is the slot position along horn axis, starting at the horn aperture.For details see table 1 and table 2.� Figure 3 { Corrugation depth (in mm) as a function of distance from the apertureplane. The inner corrugations (nc > 30) are adjusted indipendently in order to obtain agood return-loss. Corrugations near the aperture plane (nc < 13) have the same depth.The corrugations of transition region have the depth that increase linearly with thedistance of the aperture plane.� Figure 4 { Schematic design of conical corrugated horn at 25-35 GHz.� Figure 5 { Schematic design of conical corrugated horn at 38-41 Ghz.� Figure 6 { Ka Band horn: Directivity as a function of ange for E-plane (solid line)and H-plane (dashed line) radiation pattern at 25 GHz and 28 GHz.� Figure 7 { Ka band horn: Directivity as a function of angle for E-plane (solid line)and H-plane (dashed line) radiation pattern at 30 GHz and 35 GHz.� Figure 8 { Q band horn: Directivity as a function of angle for E-plane (solid line)and H-plane (dashed line) radiation pattern at 38 GHz and 41.5 GHz.� Figure 9 { Q band horn: Directivity as a function of angle for E-plane (solid line)and H-plane (dashed line) radiation pattern at 45.0 GHz.� Figure 10 { For each corrugated horn, return-loss as a function of frequency isreported. The top �gure is the simulation of the Ka-band horn. The bottom �gure isthe simulation of the Q-band horn.
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